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Executive Summary 
 
SonoCoin is a decentralized network designed for the mass adoption of blockchain 
technology. Its purpose is to provide the groundwork for a scalable and sustainable 
enterprise blockchain ecosystem. Launched in December 2017, it runs on a native proof-of-
stake protocol. It combines smart contract technology with breakthrough data-over-sound 
capabilities. The decentralized network supports a wallet client, token issuance, dApp 
development and the staking of SonoCoins.  
 

Motivation 
 
SonoCoin empowers developers to build thriving crypto-enabled businesses. Applications on 
SonoCoin can keep consumers in control of their own data; create new kinds of digital 
assets tradable on open markets accessible from anywhere in the world; and build open 
economies owned by the users that help make them valuable. 
 

Data-Over-Sound  
 
From smartphones and tablets, to industrial equipment and smart-home appliances, 
hundreds of thousands of smart devices now require different forms of connectivity. The 
inevitable demand for better connectivity in the IoT era has increased the expectations for 
even the most basic smart devices to have the capability to process real-time audio and 
perform intelligent digital signal processing (DSP) on the network's entry point device. 
 
This has ultimately paved the way for a host of innovative market entrants, looking to both 
challenge and work in tandem with traditional solutions to provide quality data-
transmission capabilities. 
 
Data-over-sound is one technology that’s now rapidly emerging as an exciting connectivity 
option for engineers and developers looking to achieve frictionless interactions between an 
ever-growing number of connected devices. But how exactly does data-over-sound work? 
And where does its true value lie in an increasingly connected world? 
 
How it works? 
 
In short, data-over-sound enables the exchange of data between any devices with a pre-
existing loudspeaker or microphone through sound waves. Delivered through machine-to-
machine communications software, the technology works like an audio QR code, sending 
data over an acoustic channel to enhance end-user experiences and add value to existing 
hardware. 
 
In practice, data is encoded into an acoustic signal—a series of audible or inaudible pitches 
and tones to form a kind of “sonic barcode.” This is then played into a space (usually air, but 
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could be VoIP stream or wired telephone lines) and received and demodulated by a 
"listening" device. Data is subsequently decoded by the receiving device, or group of 
devices, and returns the original data. 
 
By using a range of audio frequencies, programmers can fit more information into less 
audio. To filter out noise, developers carefully select frequencies and tune their software so 
that their applications can speak to each other to detect and decode data signals in noisy 
environments, like a busy train platform or concert venue. 
 
Its potential as a form of frictionless, low-power connectivity, when applied to various areas 
within the IoT, audio, and voice landscapes, is coming to the forefront in a growing number 
of use cases. So much so that it’s increasingly establishing itself as an integral tool for 
seamless ultrasonic data transfer in both an industrial and hobbyist developer setting. 
 
Why sound? 
 
Data-over-sound has a multitude of complementary capabilities when compared to other 
connectivity technologies. The technology’s position as a pairing-free, one-to-many medium 
means it mitigates some of the setup and provisioning pain points often associated with 
traditional alternatives such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, presenting an appealing and versatile 
solution for frictionless data transmission. In general, compared to other technologies, data-
over-sound is also able to be used in very wide application areas, taking advantage of 
existing hardware and without prior setup or configuration. 
 
Doing so, it enables the interconnection of millions of devices in a seamless, scalable, and 
cost-effective way to enhance end-user experience and drive value without increasing 
hardware costs. This ability to enhance existing infrastructure has inevitably captured the 
interest of companies interested in adding wireless connectivity functionality without 
adding to their bill of materials. 
 
The future for seamlessly connected devices lies in utilizing a broad range of connectivity 
solutions, including data-over-sound, where each technology complements the others in the 
suite. Working in conjunction with other solutions, data-over-sound exists as an essential 
component of fulfilling the promise of ubiquitous, frictionless connectivity. 
 
The benefits of sending data-over-sound 
 
Embedding and extracting meaning from sound provides a quick, secure, and cost-effective 
solution. Inevitably, there’s no “one-size-fits-all” data-transfer solution that will be optimal 
in all environments and purposes. Yet, in many situations, data-over-sound is now emerging 
as an ideal medium for simple implementation and reliable connectivity.  Some of the most 
clear affordances of sound include: 
 

Utilize existing hardware: The rise of microphones in IoT devices means that the 
hardware requirements are already met for billions of existing devices of all form 
factors. Combined with the arrival of zero-power microphones, data-over-sound 
provides an extremely low power, “always connected,” device-to-device data-
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transfer solution. Eliminating the need for additional hardware saves users both 
money and resources that can be invested back into the business. 
 
Secure, private data transfer: Because acoustic connection doesn’t require an 
internet connection and supports industry-standard cryptography, you’ll have peace 
of mind that any data transferred will not be compromised. No audio, not even 
audio metadata, is ever stored or sent from a receiving device for processing. 
 
Supports range of platforms: Data-over-sound is compatible with machines and 
devices of different platforms, form factors, and architectures that can process 
audio. From smartphones and tablets to toys and games, and even legacy and analog 
equipment, any device with a microphone and speaker can receive and decode data 
with the technology. 
 
Seamless integration: Often implementing new software can be resource- and time-
intensive. However, data-over-sound can be delivered through software-
development kits (SDKs), which provides a fast and easy integration to a host of 
platform types, making the solution ideal for hobbyist developers and IoT projects. 
 
Scalable: With data-over-sound, there’s no need to reengineer as your application 
grows. Whether the aim is to enable seamless P2P exchanges or send data from one-
to-many, this method of data transfer is completely scalable. Use cases for data-
over-sound are therefore wide ranging. They can include IoT devices sending and 
receiving commands, secure transactions, and un-spoofable receipts to merchants or 
buyers, as well as sending/receiving credentials (to provision Wi-Fi, for example). 
 
Works in extreme environments: Through a range of frequencies, data-over-sound 
software is robust to background noise and has been proven to work seamlessly in 
the most extreme environments. From concerts to sports stadiums, acoustic 
network connectivity remains universally strong in the toughest environments. 

 
The ability for two devices to securely communicate using nothing but a speaker and a 
microphone opens the door for a wide variety of use cases, many of which haven’t even 
been thought of. Companies such as Shazam, Lisnr, Sonorax, and Trillbit are all trying to find 
a niche where they might dominate with their own flavor of data-over-sound technology. 
The difference is none have merged sound-based data transactions with the blockchain.  
 
Native to SonoCoin’s protocol, sound connectivity makes the adoption more user-friendly 
for enterprises and makes it possible to connect to audiences securely in ways never seen 
before with blockchain technology.  
 

Smart Contracts 
 
SonoCoin Smart contracts execution is based on a WASM virtual machine. SonoCoin 
supports the Rust programming language with additional languages to be added soon. We 
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always put an emphasis on user experience when providing tools for our community of 
developers. Therefore, we have committed to releasing an in-browser online integrated 
development environment and a set of templated smart contracts, which can be used as-is 
(with a selection or predefined parameters) or finely tuned to serve specific goals of the 
administrator. SonoCoin’s online integrated development platform (IDE) is currently in a 
public beta stage undergoing testing. 

 

Tokenization 
 
Tokenizing an asset means creating an on-chain representation of that asset. SonoCoin 
makes tokenization possible via the mobile app. For a flat fee of 5,000 SonoCoins, any user 
can mint a new set of tokens.  
 
What does 'minting' a token mean? 
 
Minting' refers to the process whereby new tokens are created. That is, the total amount in 
circulation of the token type being minted increases. 
 
What control does the user have over custom token assets? 
 
Users can spend, send, trade, or receive all types of tokens in the same way as SonoCoins.  
 
Spending tokens: Users can spend the tokens in their wallet, or tokens in outputs locked by 
scripts that allow this user to spend the output. 
 
Sending tokens to other users: Users can send the tokens in their wallets (or any tokens they 
can spend) to any address. 
 
Minting tokens: Users can mint custom tokens according to the policy associated with this 
asset. The minting transaction can place these tokens in the user's address, or anyone else's. 
If necessary, the policy can restrict the exact output location for the tokens. 

 
Minting policy  
 
A minting policy is a set of rules used to regulate the minting of assets associated with it 
(scoped under it). For example, who has control (and under what conditions) over the 
supply of the currency, and its minting and burning. These rules are about the content of the 
transaction data of the transaction that is attempting the mint. e.g., a minting policy can 
require a particular set of keys to have signed the minting transaction. 
 
This set of rules is defined by the user who wishes to create the new asset. For example, a 
user might wish to only allow themselves to ever mint this particular kind of token. In this 
case, they would stipulate this in the policy. The node checks adherence to minting policies 
when a transaction is processed by running the code or checking the relevant signatures. 
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Transaction data must satisfy all the minting policies of all assets the transaction is 
attempting to mint. 
 

Governance 
 
Despite the technological advances of cryptocurrencies, it remains challenging for 
enterprises to harness the full potential of decentralized networks. At the core of these 
issues is the problem of effective governance. The lack of direction amongst blockchain 
developers has caused heated disputes and resulted slow decision-making in protocol 
upgrades. Although one can argue it is a product of decentralization, we believe a more 
unified approach to governance is necessary for enterprises.  
 
SonoCoin solve this problem by expanding upon Ethereum’s foundation (EVM and account 
model) and implementing more efficient governance and economic models. The core 
purpose being to kickstart a whole new class of development on the blockchain where 
applications require minimal coding to foster meaningful digital economies.  
 
System governance 
 
System-level governance covers the following topics: 
 

1. System updates, that is, updates to system blockchain structures, their rules and so 
on. 

2. Tuning parameters such as the price of running a dapp according to economic 
realities. 

3. Acceptance of new members into the system. 
4. Exclusion of bad actors. 

 
Obviously, governance must be decentralized, a single entity shouldn’t have control over 
the system. We believe that stakeholders are in the best position to perform governance 
duties: 
 

• They can professionally review the proposals. 
• They are motivated to keep SonoCoin interesting both for users and for application 

developers. A bad governance decision will affect revenues and profits collected by 
stakeholders. 

 
Thus we can require 2⁄3 of stakeholders to vote in favor of a governance proposal to 
approve it. 
 
Initial centralization 
 
Currently SonoCoin does not have enough independent stakeholders. Thus at the initial 
stage governance will be centralized: all decisions will be made by SonoCoin in consultation 
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with system stakeholders. Transition to proper decentralized governance will happen when 
the system is ready from a technical perspective and the ecosystem is healthy. 
 
Stake / coin voting 
 
A widespread governance model in blockchains which do have on-chain governance is 
stakeholder vote or “coin voting”. This is particularly common in PoS blockchains since 
stakeholder voting is an essential part of control & consensus mechanisms. Until SonoCoin 
reaches higher levels of adoption, we believe traditional coin voting where 1 coin equals 1 
vote, is the most efficient way of making decisions quickly and efficiently.  

 

Consensus 
 
Proof of stake (PoS) is a type of consensus mechanism or protocol that uses the amount of 
stake (or value) that is held in the system to determine consensus. In essence, a consensus 
protocol is what controls the laws and parameters that govern the behavior of blockchains, 
like a type of ruleset to which each network participant adheres. As blockchains are not 
controlled by any single, central authority, a consensus protocol is used instead to allow 
distributed network participants to agree on the history of the network captured on the 
blockchain – to reach consensus on what has happened and continue from a single source 
of truth. 
 
How does proof-of-stake compare to proof-of-work protocols? 

In contrast, proof of work (PoW) is a synchronous protocol that encourages miners to 
compete to be the first who can solve any problems within the block. A rewards system is 
used to incentivize this problem solving. However, this approach comes at a cost, with 
increased electricity usage and longer time spans to solve problems within the chain. These 
factors can slow the network down significantly and means it is costly to maintain. 

Features of proof-of-stake 

One of the key features of PoS is that as a user's value increases, the opportunity to 
maintain the ledger also increases. This means that the chance to produce new blocks that 
can be added to the blockchain and timestamped accordingly. The creator of a new block is 
chosen based on a combination of random selection and a determination of their stake, or 
wealth. A type of leader election occurs within the chain. It is worth remembering that 
within a proof of stake protocol, participants accumulate the transaction fees thereby 
adding to their wealth as they go. This approach encourages steady and stable growth of the 
blockchain and reduces the instances of stalled transactions that can prevent chain growth.  

Primary advantages of proof-of-stake 

Some of the primary advantages of PoS over PoW include: 
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• Rigorous security protocols are incorporated into a proof of stake protocol. 
• Reduced centralization - the risk of centralization is reduced by issuing penalties for 

selfish practices within the network 
• Energy efficiency - energy consumption is extremely efficient as a smaller amount of 

electricity, as well as hardware resources, are needed to produce and run the 
blockchain.  

• Cost efficiencies - proof of stake currencies are far more cost effective than those 
operating on proof of work protocols. 

 
Additional information on Sonocoin consensus 
 
Originally Sonocoin consensus algorithm was inspired by Ouroboros (Aggelos Kiayias et al) 
and got a lot of major updates during the development process. However, we can state that 
common points are applicable to Sonocoin consensus as they are applicable to mostly any 
other PoS consensus in other blockchains 
 

• Epoch (a period of time the specific set of validators is working) equals 600 blocks 
(~1200 sec with the current speed of 2 blocks/sec). 

• All validators that have enough stake can be elected in the next validator set. 
• Each* validator that produces blocks is rewarded with newly created Sonocoins, the 

reward is proportional to the locked stake in the long run. 
 
* While Sonocoin is not decentralized enough, Sonocoin foundation maintains a specific 
“master node” with the only responsibility – to create blocks if some of the validators are 
missing their slots and thus keep the network alive. As a part of the fair play, the “master 
node” is not rewarded for blocks creation – think of it as a parent helping children getting 
their feet on solid ground. This node has no other purpose and no backdoors and should not 
be treated as “master” in terms of failover clusters.  
 
Transaction structure 
 
Each Sonocoin transaction has the following structure: 
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Economic model 
 
SonoCoins are the bread and butter of the blockchain 
 

• High capacity: we aim to support millions of token transfers per day. This isn’t a 
world record, but it should be enough to support large user bases. Token transfer 
capacity can be further improved in future versions. 

• Low latency: transfers can be confirmed within 2 seconds which should be enough to 
support in-person payments. 

• Flexibility: token implementation is fully programmable, any imaginable feature can 
be implemented. 

• Custom fee policies: fee policy is decided on a per-dapp basis. This means that 
transfers can be free, or subject to a flat fee, or a fee proportional to the trade 
amount. 

• Native multi-token support and atomic swapping: trustless token exchange is 
implemented on transaction format level, it doesn’t require any special support in 
the dapp. 

 
Fees 
 
Similar to how tokens are used in Ethereum to pay transaction fees and compensate block 
producers, SonoCoins are used to compensate block-producing nodes. But there is a 
difference: in the Ethereum model, fees are paid directly by users who make transactions. In 
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SonoCoin, fees are paid by dapps, which can in their turn collect fees from users. This is 
discussed in more detail in the next section. 
 
Application fee models 
 
In SonoCoin, users pay fees indirectly: 
 

1. The dapp pays to nodes hosting fees. Fee is paid from dapp token account on a daily 
basis and depends on computational resources requested by the application and 
used data volume. 

2. The dapp itself can collect fees from users according to its own policies. 
 
This means that there’s no system-wide fee policy for users. Dapp developers are free to 
implement any policy they want. We believe following fee models might be relevant: 
 

1. Classic model: fees are paid for each performed action. Unlike in Bitcoin and 
Ethereum the price can be fixed, fees do not need to be demand-based. 

2. Subscription model: user pays a subscription and then can perform actions without 
additional payments, however, these actions should be rate-limited to prevent 
abuse. For example, on a Twitter-like service a user might be restricted to 50 
messages per day. 

3. Freemium model: certain action might be performed for free, but other actions 
might require paid subscription. The freemium model is very common for internet 
businesses. 

4. Subsidized model: an application may not collect fees from users, and instead rely on 
a pre-funded account provided by a sponsor. This can work well when sponsors 
derive benefit from users outside of blockchain, e.g. the dapp might be available only 
to users who bought a physical product. This model could work well with 
manufacturers of IoT devices sponsoring users who bought the device for use of a 
related dapp. 

5. Donation-based model: wealthy donors might donate tokens to provide services to 
users for free. 

6. App-connected: user can pay fees indirectly when they perform actions: 
a. Buy in-app items, etc 
b. Convert tokens to “app gold” 
c. Trade items 
d. Pay in-app taxes 

 
Hosting fees 
 
In general, SonoCoin dapp hosting fees depend not on resources consumed by an 
application, but on resources allocated for an application. This is similar to how dedicated 
and “virtual private” server hosting works: the hosting company doesn’t care what server is 
actually doing, it wants to be compensated for providing a server. 
 
Applications’ needs can be very different. Some applications require a lot of computational 
resources, some need to process a large number of transactions, some need more storage 
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space, some need a small amount of very fast storage. The kind of hardware which is 
optimal for an application depends on its requirements. 
 
Application hosting fee paid on daily basis is split into several components: 
 

1. Percentage of processing time 
2. Number of transactions 
3. Storage 

 
Node incentives 
 
The block building process should be properly incentivized. That is to say, it should not be 
profitable for nodes to neglect their duties e.g. by making only empty blocks or no blocks at 
all. 
 
In theory the collective of providers has an interest in offering a great service to all 
applications. If applications move to other blockchain platforms, providers cease to make 
any money. However, we also need to consider providers who might try to cheat the system 
for individual gain. Beyond the basic incentive to not create invalid blocks or conflicting 
histories (which can be automatically detected and punished by automatically excluding a 
node, and possibly its provider, from the system), the system can track the following data: 
 

1. Number of blocks built by a node for a particular blockchain as a primary (the role of 
primary is rotated over time) 

2. Number of transactions in blocks built by a node as a primary 
3. Number of commit messages submitted 

 
This data can be used to detect nodes which neglect their duty as a primary or are not fast 
enough to submit commit signatures. Nodes which systematically underperform can be 
excluded automatically or through a providers’ vote. 
 
Note that nodes of as a whole have an interest in accepting as many transactions as possible 
and storing as much data as possible as they are paid by number of transactions and storage 
used. 
 
Node stakes 
 
To encourage providers to secure their nodes they will be required to put SonoCoins into a 
separate account which represents the provider’s stake in the SonoCoin economy and is 
used as collateral which is forfeited when nodes owned by a provider misbehave. 
 
Token use in Apps  

The current generation of blockchain games are based on collectible items and do not offer 
rich gameplay. We envision a new generation of massive online dapps with rich content 
hosted within the SonoCoin blockchain, and market economies based on tokens and 
tradeable items.  
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For this kind of app SonoCoin can offer a set of smart contracts which make dapp tokens 
liquid and valuable. This would allow dapp developers to quickly bootstrap economies. For 
game users, pre-made smart contracts offer a certain degree of stability: they can be sure 
that game tokens they earn won’t lose all of their value overnight due to a poorly coded 
token structure.  

At the heart of SonoCoin dapp smart contracts, is a market making/token conversion 
algorithm similar to a widely known “Bancor algorithm". When SonoCoins are converted to 
app tokens (e.g app “gold” tokens), new game tokens are created. SonoCoins are put into 
the smart contract reserves and the price is adjusted. Price adjustments work in such a way 
that higher demand (more people buying dapp tokens than selling) results in a higher price. 
When dapp tokens are converted back to SonoCoin, the price is reduced. The algorithm can 
be configured to enable smooth price movement, so the dapp token price against SonoCoin 
cannot drop significantly unless the vast majority of users abandon the dapp and convert 
their tokens to SonoCoin.  

A fee can be collected upon conversion by adjusting the buy/sell price. For example, a 1% 
fee can be taken out of the SonoCoin amount and used to:  

• Pay for dapp hosting fees (i.e. it’s transferred to dapp’s hosting account)  
• Pay the dapp developer and, possibly, investors  

App token price increasing with demand means that users have an incentive to invest into 
dapp gold. In fact, they have an incentive to discover new interesting apps which are going 
to grow in popularity over time. Indirectly they also have incentive to promote and share 
the apps they use. This set of incentives can result in healthy app community dynamics.  

SonoCoin economics 

To summarize, SonoCoins have the following roles: 

• It is used by dapps to pay hosting fees, thus compensating the nodes.  
• It is used as a “standard” currency within the SonoCoin economy, as dapps can 

collect it as fees, or use as reserves to peg their own tokens, etc.  
• It is used to make sure that providers have a stake in the SonoCoin ecosystem thus 

offsetting incentives to collude. 

Since SonoCoins are used for stake and reserve purposes we expect a significant amount to 
be taken out of circulation and “locked” for this kind of use. 

System funds 
 
SonoCoin has two special accounts which are used for system-wide purposes: 
 
Foundation Fund: 50 million coins have been allocated to commercial and private 
investments to use towards strategic investments benefitting the SonoCoin ecosystem.  
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Operations Fund:  20 million coins will serve as the treasury to fund the operating capital 
necessary to pay ongoing expenses such as rent, salaries, marketing, travel and legal. The 
fund’s coins are staked on the network to ensure the longevity of its existence.  
 
 
Promotional tokens 
 
The use of the promotional token fund will be initially controlled by SonoCoin’s marketing 
team. Its purpose is to encourage use of SonoCoin platform and dapps hosted on the 
blockchain. Tokens from this fund should be given only to end users, they shouldn’t be used 
to fund development of projects. 
 
The rationale for this fund is that it’s hard for an average internet user to acquire tokens: 
they need to register on crypto exchanges, which is a lot of hassle. Also people are generally 
reluctant to spend money just to try out a new app (which might be not-so-great). 
 
Thus it is necessary to give away tokens for free to build a mainstream user base. 
However, this needs to be done with caution. Obviously, control measures should be used -- 
it is certainly possible that somebody will try to impersonate multiple users to acquire a 
large number of tokens for free. One possible way to mitigate abuse is to require some form 
of identification (e.g. Facebook account). 
 
Tokens might also be given out for use within a specific app or game. Tokens from 
promotional fund are released gradually to: 
 

•  Onboard users as the system grows 
•  Monitor the situation and experiment with different ways to distribute tokens  
• Avoid disrupting the value of SonoCoin 

 
0.5% per month is a maximum distribution rate. If promotional use is deemed inefficient 
tokens might be reserved for later use or remain in the operations fund. 
 

Decentralization 
Centralization necessary at start.  

SonoCoin shall be a true decentralized platform for decentralized applications: not 
controlled by anyone, open for permissionless innovation.  

Decentralization is not a starting point, but a goal. Proper decentralization requires a strong 
community with a large number of independent participants who are committed to 
SonoCoin. But building a community takes time. The platform needs to prove itself before 
it’s deemed interesting enough to contribute to it.  
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Thus SonoCoin will be centralized at start; we believe it’s better to embrace this and use a 
centralized development and governance model to speed up development than to play 
pretend-decentralization.  

For this reason, SonoCoin opened a for-profit company called SonoCoin LLC which will act as 
the development center at the initial stages. As the largest holders of coins, SonoCoin LLC is 
motivated to increase the value of the network, as that will likely also increase the value of 
its holdings.  

After observing the cryptocurrency ecosystem for 4 years, we believe that a for-profit model 
is the optimal way to scale the development in the initial stages.   

As a for-profit company, SonoCoin LLC will be able to set concrete goals and focus on them; 
particularly, focus on features which are essential for SonoCoin platform adoption and user 
base growth. 
 
Beyond development, SonoCoin LLC can also 
 

• Organize promotional events 
• Help companies to build dapps on SonoCoin 
• Collaborate on projects with other companies 
• Invest into the dapp ecosystem 

 
We believe that these activities are better done on a for-profit, commercial basis. Non-profit 
foundation models can result in inefficient use of funds, abuse, corruption, etc. 
 
It’s important to highlight that SonoCoin LLC is not the SonoCoin blockchain. Once launched, 
SonoCoin as a network will have a certain degree of autonomy. SonoCoin LLC cannot force 
people to run a particular version of software. It also cannot modify any blockchain records 
or state beyond what it was explicitly granted access to. Thus it cannot be held responsible 
for what happens within the network. 
 
With respect to the SonoCoin blockchain, the role of SonoCoin LLC is the following: 
 

• Produce free and open source node software, which can be independently inspected 
and modified as needed. 

• Control certain parameters such as the pricing of resources and selection of 
providers until the network is big and decentralized enough to control these 
parameters on its own. 

 
Decentralization through a diverse set of providers 
 
Once the ecosystem is mature enough, governance can transition to a group of providers. 
This has already begun thanks to SonoCoin’s partnership with mobile app and data analytics 
company, Ting Tech LLC.  
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In May 2020, a group of investors set out to develop business applications using the 
SonoCoin blockchain. The reason for doing so was to focus on the opportunities around 
data-over-technology in the realm of fan engagement. Increasing user touch points between 
live events and televised programming opened the doors to new ways of monetizing data 
on behalf of large corporations.  
 
Rather than investing directly into SonoCoin LLC, or purchasing large number of coins, Ting 
Tech LLC’s primary goal is to build for-profit dApps independently. Ting Tech’s role is vital to 
the overall health of the SonoCoin ecosystem by decentralizing system-wide network 
decisions.  
 

Commercial Applications  
 
Below are Ting Tech LLC dApps currently in development on the SonoCoin blockchain. They 
are independently funded and managed by a group of investors based in Stamford, 
Connecticut USA.  
 
DROPmusic.io  
 
DROPmusic is a fan engagement NFT marketplace and mobile application for the music 
industry. Each artist has a dedicated Fan Zones hosting exclusive content, limited-edition 
NFTs, decision-making polls, timed-trivia and lotteries. Fans engage to earn branded virtual 
tokens to spend on VIP access, NFT upgrades and exclusive merchandise. 
 
The NFT industry has grown exponentially with few major players processing the large 
majority of transactions. They can be split up into two major catagories: Large scale, volume 
focused marketplaces offering any genre of independent NFT content (ie. Opensea), & 
smaller more curated marketplaces centered around one field (ie. NBA Topshot).  
 
In parallel, the market is split between what is known as ‘Static content’ where NFTs remain 
unchanged and their value solely dependent on scarcity/demand; the second and arguably 
more interesting and gaining in popularity is known as ‘Dynamic or Programmable content’ 
where NFTs can evolve over time in relation to real-world event triggers and/or the owner’s 
taste.  
 
DROPmusic has opted for the more curated marketplace pairing it with dynamic content 
with a focus on the music industry. As of yet, the music industry remains underdeveloped in 
comparison to areas such as art, gaming, sports, and avatar personas. Additionally, the 
music artists have fallen victim to unfair revenue models stemming from pirated content 
and streaming platforms. This has resulted in an increasingly challenging environment to 
generate income, especially in light of the covid pandemic.  
 
In order to generate new revenue streams, increase fan engagement and streamline music 
NFT experiences, DROPmusic will develop dynamic collectibles. Dynamic collectible NFTs 
come in the form of tiered digital record plaques composed of a multitude of individual 
customizable parts. Silver, Gold and Platinum tiers will represent the intrinsic value of the 
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NFT based on the level of rarity and customization; for example, frame materials, plaque 
designs and album covers are purchased as assets and evolve the NFT’s aesthetics over time 
to be aligned to the owner’s taste.  
 
Three distinctive characteristics of DROPmusic are the ‘NFT Configurator’ - this makes it 
possible to combine and separate individual NFT components into one NFT or many NFTs. 
The second is the ‘TingDash’, a powerful suite of engagement tools and analytics dashboard. 
And lastly is the data-over-sound capabilities powering the transfer of NFT assets through 
sound waves.  
 

Archer Music Productions 
 
Archer Music Productions was initially founded in 2012 by Aram and Tatiana Archer catering 
primarily to concert and touring activities but then quickly expanded its operations to music 
production and digital distribution. Today the music label is home to over 100 artists 
including Russia’s most famous contemporary entertainer, Olga Buzova. 
 
The platform will serve as a highly secure, robust platform for collectors, artists, musicians 
and investors to create, sell and buy one of a kind, digital content represented as NFTs, 
providing a critical link between the virtual blockchain world and the entertainment 
industry. 
 
The underlying technology is identical that of DROPmusic. Ting Tech LLC has agreed to 
white-label their technology to Archer Music in return for partial ownership of profits 
generated by the Russian music label.  
 

Security 
 
The core of security principles can be described as following: if you are able to keep you 
private key secure, you are safe.  
 

Wallet security 
 
SonoCoin offers the following ways to interact with the network as user: 

• Mobile wallet 
• Web wallet 

Both applications have gone through security audit and keep your private key secure – they 
are not sending it anywhere and transaction signature happens on user’s device. However, 
storing keys and especially using keys to sign transaction in web requires standard safety 
measures – the key should be stored in a way no other party can access it. 
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Node security 
 
Blockchain nodes communicate with each other using secure encrypted channels. In case 
some of the nodes are corrupted, the SonoCoin consensus mechanism prevents malicious 
behavior in the network using a standard PBFT mechanism.  


